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Department of Public Welfare
600 Washington Street, Boston 02111, Novembers, 1965.

Honorable Kevin H. White, Secretary of the Commonwealth, State House.
Boston, Massachusetts 02133.

My Dear Mr. Secretary: In accordance with the provisions
of Chapter 30, Section 33, as amended, we are transmitting the en-
closed bills and recommendations for legislative action.

Very truly yours,

ROBERT F. OTT,

Che Commontoealth of Massachusetts

Commissioner.
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1. An Act making Certain Changes in the Powers and Duties
of the Department of Public Welfare.

This bill repeals nine sections and a portion of a tenth of chapter
121 of the General Laws which relate to the responsibility of the
Department over institutions. The Department no longer has jur-
isdiction over any institutions. It formerly was responsible for
Massachusetts Hospital School and Tewksbury State Hospital. At
the time that chapter 122 was rewritten, placing Tewksbury State
Hospital under the jurisdiction of the Department of Public Health,
these amendments to chapter 121 should have been made.

2. An Act providing for an Assignment of Certain Funds
expected by Certain Persons in Need of Public
Assistance.

This bill is filed because recently some cases involving medical
assistance in all categories came to be tried to determine the liability
of the local board. In all cases the medical care was made neces-
sary as a result of accidents. Chapter 111, section 70A, of the Gen-
eral Laws provides that hospitals may take a lien on any proceeds
recovered as a result of such accidents to pay for the hospitalization.
The right to do this has been considered a resource and payment
withheld until the liability and amount thereof was determined.

The court frowned on this policy and applied the prompt pay-
ment theory, i.e. said that the hospital was entitled to prompt pay-
ment and did not have to wait for its money. Therefore said the
court, the local board must pay and look to any proceeds to recover
for such payment. It is to assist in this recovery and afford the
local board the same opportunity as the hospitals that the proposed
legislation is submitted.

I. An Act relative to Life Insurance as an Eligibility
Factor in Medical Assistance for the Aged.

This bill is filed for the purpose of assuring conformity of our
Medical Assistance for the Aged I -aw with the requirements of the
Social Security Act. The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare in a communication dated December 11, 1964, brought to
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our attention the need to establish outer limits on the amount of
insurance a person could hold and be eligible for Medical Assistance
for the Aged. In that communication, they said in part, “.

. .

Therefore, we find it necessary to raise this point since without such
an amendment to your plan, a question as to whether your Medical
Assistance to the Aged program will be able to continue to qualify
for Federal funds may well be raised.”

Because of this, we had this bill filed in 1965 but it was rejected.
When we informed the Department of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, we again received a letter dated August 4th in which they state
they have written to their Washington office where the need for this
amendment has been reaffirmed and the letter states in part, “.

. .

We have been asked to let you know that it will be necessary to re-
solve the problem created because your MAA plan does not define
the amounts of income and resources that constitute eligibility in
accordance with Handbook M-3313.1. You are asked to continue
to seek an amendment to your plan as soon as possible that brings
insurance within the limits on resources that may be held by MAA
recipients.”




